KHH STALLION CHALLENGE FREESTYLE CLASS RULES
This class is a 4-minute freestyle. It can be presented in-hand, ridden or at liberty, using a range of props.
While the freestyle can repeat things you have already displayed in the Handling & Condition and Obstacle
classes, it is hoped you will utilise this time to showcase your horse’s individual strengths, which may not have
been able to be displayed in the format of the previous classes.
EQUIFEST COMPETITORS
Trainers will be given time to add props to the arena immediately before your time slot. Extra points will be
awarded to all competitors to allow for the environmental difference from video submissions.
VIDEO REQUIREMENTS
You must submit a video no longer than 4-minutes. Limited editing is allowed, with NO more than x3 clips
edited together (with the shortest clip being no shorter than 1 minute). This editing is allowed to ensure you
can go to new locations to showcase your horses diverse range of skills gained (ie visiting an arena, cross
country course, beach or forest etc). Please note: Any footage in excess of 4-minutes will be edited out, before
being presented to the judges, and you will not be marked for it.
JUDGING CRITERIA
See the Judging Criteria on the next page to see what you will be judged on. Some maneuvers are compulsory
and not showing them in your presentation will mean you miss out on significant marks.
PLEASE ALSO NOTE THAT COSTUMES AND MUSIC ARE NO LONGER COMPULSORY AND PREVIOUS MARKS
ALLOCATED TO THESE HAVE BEEN REDISTRIBUTED.
THE COMPULSORY MANEUVERS MUST INCLUDE:
Halt
Show a downward transition to halt and stand for at least 6 seconds, can be ridden, in-hand or at
liberty, and open to interpretation about what you do while halted, or at which speed you do the
downward transition into halt)
Walk
Show for at least 20 seconds, on a straight line or circle, can be ridden, in-hand or at liberty, and open
to interpretation about what you do at the walk)
Trot
Show for at least 20 seconds, on a straight line or circle, can be ridden, in-hand or at liberty, and open
to interpretation about what you do at the trot)
Body Control
Examples include hindquarter/shoulder yields/side-pass (at least 10 seconds, can be ridden, in-hand
or at liberty)
There will be 10 judging criteria in which you will receive a score of 0-5, giving you a potential score of 50.
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PRIZEMONEY BREAKDOWN
Freestyle Class
Prize money

Equifest

1st Video date

2nd Video date

1st

750

750

187.50

562.50

2nd

700

700

175

525

3rd

650

650

162.50

487.50

4th

600

600

150

450

5th

550

550

137.50

412.50

6th - 18th

500

500

125

375

* as per contract

* 100% prizemoney

* 25% prizemoney

* 75% prizemoney

$9750

$9750

$2437.50

$7312.50

Prize Pool
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